
Competitor Analysis - SAMPLE 
To practice my games user research and playtesting/usability skill set, I did a series of tests on a mobile 

endless runner style game available for free in both the Google Play and App Stores in early 2015. This 

document looks at competitor analysis I did on two games in the same genre, Temple Run and Subway 

Surfers. 

Elements I looked at were, of course, the gameplay, but I also looked at the use of menu- and shell 
screens (and their usability) and in particular, the use of in-app purchases. These elements were all 
compared to comparative (or lack of) features in the game I was analysing. The Temple Run competitor 
analysis can be seen below. 

Temple Run 
Player avatar has stolen a magical artefact from a temple and is now chased by spirit monkeys, run to escape. 

Gameplay 

 Uses tilting to switch lanes instead of swiping (good, this way you can't accidentally jump/slide when you're 
trying to switch lanes or sprint) 

 Shows distance run instead of being time-based (top of screen) 

 “New High Score!”/"Nice Job!" notices as temporary overlay upon reaching 

 Also has choices to go left/right (t-splits) 

 Endless 

 Multiple obstacles to jump over/slide under (visually different, same mechanic); Also obstacles you can 
both jump over/slide under. 

 Usually only one obstacle at the same time to deal with visually. 

 Power-Up: Invincibility for holes for 250 meters? & Has coin magnet power-up, too. 

Menu & Shell Screens [Flow & Comments] 

 Menu Screen: LOTS of buttons/information. "Play", "Objectives", "Stats", "Store", "Options", "More Coins" 
o Objectives Overlay: Challenges/objectives 
o Status Feedback: Coin count, multiplier, scores for single run/lifetime run, game version 
o Store (one currency?): Power-ups (upgrades), Utilities (one-use), Characters, Wallpapers -> "Get 

More Coins" screen also accessible 
o Options: Sensitivity, Music, Sound, Tutorial On/Off 
o More Coins: Currency Purchase screen, can buy coins/free offers (like on fb etc.) -> "Get Free 

Coins" button links to broken menu? 

 In-Game: Score, Coins, Coin fill-up bar, Pause button 
o Pause Overlay: Score, Distance, Coins, Multiplier, Next Objective; Resume, New Game, Main Menu 

 Failed Screen: Score, Distance, Coins, Multiplier; Store, More Coins, Tweet buttons; Run Again, Main Menu 

 First "Objectives" screen: Achievements/Objectives for every run (x meters, y points, coins collected, 
multiplier) + shows Next Objective 

 Then "Score" screen: Link to Store, to buy Coins or to Share on Twitter; Other options are Run Again and 
Main Menu. 

o Score built up out of distance/coins/multiplier (what is it used for?) 

 OPTIONAL "Store" Screen: One currency (coins). Can buy upgrades, other runners and wallpapers. Not 
shown between runs, feels much more smooth. 

o Shows you "You've got some coins, you can buy things!" as a "Store" introduction after you've 
collected 1k coins. Only displayed once? 

Usability 

 First time running takes 1 click. 

 Can ‘Run Again’ with 1 click. (Depends on if you met any objectives, then two.) 

 Tutorial is shown on-screen on the first run (arrows with a couple words at most). 

 Too much information after finishing a level, Let’s Play kids got annoyed (said "whatever" at seeing how the 
score is built up, skipped it as soon as possible). 

 Requires access to WiFi. 

 No Quit button. 


